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How to adapt
to unfamiliar
social
settings?

How is the nature of “doing” changed by
the presence of another person?
•

Our particular problem: How do soldiers and police
officers manage to “do things” with others in zeroacquaintance encounters, i.e. when there are competing
goals, minimal common ground, little or no history.

•

Modest practical but daily situations that can end badly:
e.g. operate checkpoints, conducting person and vehicle
searches, educing information from civilians, combat
advising

•

These are “Volatile Working Groups” bound together by
tasks, aligned (but not shared) goals, and environmental
demands (physical setting and social affordances

Can Computer Vision extract relevant features of interaction to explain
Interactional Success?

Existing Issues

•

Problematic computational models based on explicit cultural
objects (e.g. “rules,” norms, values). Rather than constitutive and
enactive processes.

•

Social Psychological literature too focused on “inferences” made
in static, non-interactive situations (“mindsight” and empathic
accuracy research)

•

Social Interaction not treated as explanatory or as
representational content of social cognition; often just a DV

•

Individuals as discrete “units” vs. relational units, e.g. actual
coordination is not explained, only underlying cognitive
mechanisms

•

No linking of action-perception: research on person perception
seperated from research on how other’s physical presence
influence action (e.g. mimicry)

Social Interaction as
dynamic coupling
Def: Two or more autonomous agents co-regulating their
coupling with the effect that their autonomy is not destroyed
and their relation dynamics acquire an organization and
autonomy of their own.
Coupling is multi-modal (postural as body sway, verbal as
speech rhythm, to neural and even heart beats)
Embodied interactive practices constitute the primary
access by which we understand others (Gallagher 2005;
De Jaegher, Di Paolo, and Gallagher 2010; De Jaegher
and Di Paolo 2012).

Social Interaction vs
Social Cognition
Social interaction is not the same as social cognition.
Social cognition includes cognition and actions about
agents or groups of agents, their intentions, emotions,
actions, and so on. Social cognition is about figuring others
out and also about understanding “with” others (Hutchins
1995).
Social cognition is more than reasoning it includes
pragmatic ability to act appropriately in a particular
situation, i.e. know-how to sustain interactions, form
relations, and understand/act together

The Good News… Computational
Social Vision is doable
Social Interaction is public;
we can measure how coordination occurs;
we just need to know what humans attend to;
how they make information available through their
actions and re-actions
and remember that interaction has emergent
properties with downward causality on
psychological states

…but we need new
measures
•

Combined behavioral activity

•

Sequential patterns across different time scales

•

Patterns of information flow (kinematic and vocal),
their complexity, efficiency, and relation to
successful social encounters

•

Relational measures such as synchrony,
behavioral matching, cooperativeness,
competitiveness

Perception-Action Coupling
•

•

Go beyond:
•

Person perception and information that
veridically specifies individual attributes

•

Beyond models of social representation (e.g.
perspective taking, self-monitoring)

•

Mere summation of individual cognition/behavior

Formally model social unit— between individuals
acting and perceiving with one another
•

Physical tasks that constrain coordinated action

•

Goals that integrate individuals (joint intentions)

The “Social Sense” coding
frame

•

Developed a coding framework to capture the
interactional preliminaries of social interaction.

•

Measure relational units as they evolve over time

•

Discover and predict “engagement”

•

Key focus is on how mutual orientation to environment,
participants, and perceptual objects is accomplished

•

Examine: Coordination, Breakdowns, and Recoveries

•

Understand and improve social performance

Nuts and Bolts we can
Measure with “Social Sense”
Joint Attention (Adamson, Bakeman, Deckner & Nelson 2012; Kidwell &
Zimmerman 2007; Hobson & Hobson 2007)
Gaze tracking
Diectic gestures
Attentional frames (literally how involvement with objects constrains or fixes
what a gaze or gesture is referencing)
Imitation (Hobson & Hobson 2007, Meltzoff & Decety 2003)
Interactional Synchrony.Entrainment/Attunement (Trevarthen 1979)
Accelerometers, movement analysis, gaze tracking
Jointness (Joint Actions; Knoblich, Butterfill & Sebanz 2011)
Accelerometers, human coding
Intention (Reddy 2008; Michotte et al 1991; Premack 1991; Grammer 2008)
Movement vectors

Binding Problem:
Implementing Social
Sense
Multi-modal signal streams at
receiving: visual, auditory, haptic,
producing: kinesic, vocal, motor/tactile
Elements must be brought together across different
temporal scales and across space

Focus on Social
Interaction
We care less about guessing about what is going
on in peoples heads and more about...

Measuring what people visibly and publicly do to
sustain an interaction.
People make intentions visible and known (see
Grice, Sacks, Schegeloff, Tomasello etc.)
Focus on discovering and measuring jointness
We still must make inferences, but the burden is
partly offloaded onto objective constraints.

Principles of Social
Interaction
Study of interaction belongs to a no-man’s land; not invariant
fixed machine with inputs and outputs, but generative
principles
Interaction between agents is constitutive of behavior not just
a byproduct (Grice 1975; Sperber and Wilson 1986; Levinson
2006; Gibbs & Clark 2012 )
Interaction is ontogenetically and phylogenetically prior to
language/conceptual thought (Tomasello 2008; Bruner 1976;
Trevarthen 1979) or even Theory of Mind (ToM, Meltzoff &
Decety 2003)
Cross cultural contact
Clinical studies of language loss

The cognitive “Stuff” of
Interaction
motivational tendencies (impulse to be understood, cooperation, etc.)
temporal sensitivities (social contingency)
semi-cooperative instincts (e.g. imitation, displaying)
ethological facial displays
expressive movement (gestures and postures)
common ground, mutual salience, joint attention, recipient design
Action sequences governed by expectations (not rules; Schegeloff)
Participation Structures

Joint Action
A joint action is a social interaction whereby two or
more individuals coordinate their actions in space
and time to bring about a change in the
environment (Sebanz, Bekkering, & Knoblich,
2006)

Joint Attention
Can only have joint attention with the ability to
“join” with someone. Minimally this means some
co-ordination of affect, movement, and perception
P2’s feelings, movements, facial expressions
with P1 must minimally “move” P1 (primary
intersubjectivity)
P2’s feelings, movements, expressions with the
world must minimally “move” P1 (joint attention)

Social Affordances
•

Each individual brings to a situation certain
effectivities (action capabilities).

•

Face-to-face encounters differ from solo activities
in that they afford new types of action (think
moving a large and awkward table by yourself or
with your friend).

•

Individual movement may also be constrained by
the phasing and rhythms (explicit or subtle) ofother
people’s movements

Rapport
•

Mutual attention

•

Interactional Synchrony

•

Positive Affect

•

Help us to understand outcomes such as
information induction in interviews, predict session
outcomes in psychotherapy,

